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BEGGARS OUTSIDE TOUL 

SLENG  (17”) 

NARRATION  
 
Former Cambodian soldiers now reduced to 

beggars, scrambling to make a living outside the 

genocide museum in the country’s capital Phnom 

Penh.  They are just two of more than 40,000 

Cambodians disabled by landmines during 

decades of war. 

 

W/S SCHOOL (11.5”) 
 

Inside the former high school turned prison and 

interrogation centre by the Khmer Rouge in 1975 

is evidence of the cruellest moments in 

Cambodian history. 

 

BEDS (8”) Here, the Pol Pot regime tortured and killed 

14,000 men, women and children – so-called 

enemies of the revolution. 

 

SKULLS INTO LANDMINE SIGN 

(9”) 

Even after peace came to Cambodia more than 

12 million landmines remained in the ground 

taking lives and limbs every day.   

 

BEGGARS HANGING OUT (13”) The World Rehabilitation Fund, WRF, coordinates 
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UN agencies and NGOs to bring work and dignity 

to the disabled and also to fight the stigmatisation 

of handicaps.  WRF’s Representative, Chhem 

Sip. 

 

 

CHHEM SIP ON CAMERA (19”) 

SIP: 

“There is a lot of belief in the beginning -- and it 

still exists as we talk -- that people with 

disabilities have bad luck, bad karma.  That’s why 

they got their legs blown up from mines, they got 

polio and so forth.” 

 

 

DON CHIM ARRIVING WITH 

SOCIAL WORKER (13”) 

NARRATION 

One basic rehabilitation strategy initiated by the 

International Labour Organization, ILO, and WRF 

takes aim at teaching the landmine survivors 

simple marketable skills. 
 

MEETING UMBRELLA MAKER 

(16”) 

A social worker has identified Don Chim, a 45-

year-old widower with five children.  He stopped 

farming when he lost his leg to a landmine and 

had to make ends meet on a small army pension 

of 15 US dollars a month. 
 

WORKING ON HIS UMBRELLA 

(15”) 

Now Don is being introduced to the art of making 

bamboo umbrellas.  When he graduates in a 

month, he will be able to make one umbrella a 

day, sell it for one and a half US dollars and in 

turn teach others with disabilities his new trade.  

Years of poverty are coming to an end. 
 

 

DON CHIM ON CAMERA (10”) 

CHIM: 

“I did not know where to go for a job and I didn’t 
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think people would hire me with a handicap.” 
 

 

MARKET WITH UMBRELLAS (12”) 

NARRATION 

The funding for the rehabilitation work in 

Cambodia comes from the governments of Japan 

and Finland and also includes the UN Foundation 

created by media entrepreneur, Ted Turner. 

 

MAN WITH NO HANDS WRITING  

(27”) 

Other projects such as a skills training centre, 

foreign language training, computer skills and 

handicraft as well as factory production, are also 

being offered to the Cambodian handicapped 

population.  Thanks to imaginative strategies from 

the World Rehabilitation Fund, NGOs and UN 

agencies, Cambodia’s disabled are beginning to 

see a clear road ahead in their effort to play a 

productive part in the national economy. 

 

LOGO (20”) This report was prepared by Niels von Kohl and 

Chaim Litewski for the United Nations.  
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